MINING & INDUSTRIAL
BUILT TOUGH

DUST SUPPRESSION, PRESSURE CLEANING & DIESEL REFUELLING

Whether you are on a mine site in the Pilbara or a construction site in the centre of Sydney, we have a range of units to suit every work site. From the AquaMax for dust suppression through to the PressureScout for equipment wash down, we can modify each unit to suit your needs and requirements. We have tirelessly evolved our product range using customer feedback to design units which make your job easier. Operate the AquaMax trailer from the cab of your ute; customise the diesel refuelling trailer with the relevant mine specs or get your job done quicker and more efficiently with the High Pressure Buddy Smart Reel®. Built to work better in the field every day.
Built for dual cab utes or UTV’s, the PressureScout combines go-anywhere mobility with the optional Pressure Buddy® to become the ideal pressure unit for equipment wash down and bio-security. Helping you get your job done quickly and efficiently, the PressureScout is designed to be the ultimate pressure wash unit, ready to handle any terrain.
Rapid Spray brings you the most compact pressure cleaning unit with the all new High Pressure Buddy Smart Reel® helping you to get the job done quicker and more efficiently than ever!

10L DETERGENT TANK

COMPACT DIMENSIONS
1050(L) x 950(W) x 790(H)

250L STEP BAFFLED TANK
Reduces liquid movement

HOT DIP GALVANISED STEEL FRAME
With fork pockets

250L UNIT
2000PSI OR 3000PSI

OPTIONS

DIESEL YANMAR L48 MOTOR
Recoil or electric versions available. Contact us for prices.

HIGH PRESSURE BUDDY SMART REEL®
Enhance your effectiveness with the 4000psi rated high pressure radio controlled hose reel.

COMPACT DIMENSIONS
Designed smart, the Sidewinder fits easily between the wheel arches of a dual cab ute.

PRICES FROM $9,227 RRP INC. GST
250L
30M BUDDY SMART REEL® 2000PSI PUMP

PRICES FROM $11,067 RRP INC. GST
250L
50M BUDDY SMART REEL® 3000PSI PUMP

WE ALSO DO LARGE HOT/COLD PRESSURE CLEANING TRAILERS. CALL US FOR MORE INFO

CLICK & COLLECT
NOW AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

Visit your local dealer, call 1800 011 000 or visit rapidspray.net
AQUA-MAX TANK UNITS
1,000L - 15,000L OPTIONS

AUSTRALIAN MADE / UV STABILISED
15 year tank warranty. Sizes from 1,000L - 15,000L

DEFLECTOR SPRAY KITS
Disperse water to wide area. Available in manual or remote controlled for ease of in-cab operation

STANDARD PUMP & ENGINE
Honda GX160 petrol engine with 490L/min Aussie Fire Chief Pump

PUMP & ENGINE (OPTION)
Yanmar diesel engine with 490L/min Aussie Fire Chief Pump

STRONG STEEL FRAME
Fully hot dip galvanised steel frame with fork pockets for transfer between truck and storage

FULLY BAFFLED TANKS
For maximum stability on & off road

FIRE FIGHTING HOSE REEL
With adjustable fire nozzle. Fitted with 36m x 19mm AS1221 fire hose

CALL US TODAY FOR A QUOTE
1,000L - 15,000L UNITS AVAILABLE

Complete water delivery systems used for dust suppression, landscape maintenance, firefighting, water cartage, and so much more!

"IT REALLY WETS THE DIRT FOR EFFECTIVE DUST CONTROL"
- RAPID SPRAY RAY
AQUA-MAX TRAILER UNITS
1,000L - 3,000L OPTIONS

PUMP & ENGINE OPTIONS
Honda GX160 petrol engine or Yanmar diesel engine with 490L/min Aussie Firechief pump

MINING SPEC
Talk to us about modifying your trailer to meet mining or construction specifications

CALL US TODAY FOR A QUOTE
1,000L - 15,000L UNITS AVAILABLE

REMOTE CONTROL
available for ease of in-cab operation

HEAVY DUTY TYRES
All terrain 15" wheels with Landcruiser hub pattern

GALVANISED CHASSIS
Robust & durable for longevity with 5 year warranty

WATERPROOF LED LIGHTS
Comes with lifetime guarantee on ADR compliant models

MULTIPLE SPRAY OPTIONS
Complete dust control with triple deflector spray kits, dribble bar or water cannon

MINING SPEC
Talk to us about modifying your trailer to meet mining or construction specifications

CLICK & COLLECT
NOW AT YOUR LOCAL DEALER

Visit your local dealer, call 1800 011 000 or visit rapidspray.net
**MINING SPEC DIESEL TRAILERS**
1,000L - 3,000L OPTIONS

**CALL US TODAY FOR A QUOTE**
1,000L - 3,000L UNITS AVAILABLE

**ENGINE DRIVE PUMP OPTIONS**
Choose the engine and pump option that meets your requirements with options from 40L/min - 120L/min

**FULLY BAFFLED TANK**
Safety and stability ensured for on and off-road usage

**CUSTOMISE UNIT**
Add reflective tape, fire extinguishers, wheel chocks, spare wheels or hose reels

**ON-ROAD SPECIFICATIONS**
Fully ADR compliant trailers with breaks and lights and reflectors

**EMERGENCY STOP & BATTERY ISOLATOR BOX**
Fully wired to MDG15

**ADD IT ON**
LOCKABLE PUMP & HOSE COVER
For added security, store pump and hose in lockable container. Talk to us about different options available.

**WIGGINS REFUELLING SYSTEM**
Delivering fuel at rates up to 500L/min, save costs with faster refuelling and prevent spills and tank overfill.

**FRONT & REAR PUMP PLATES**
With extra room for add-ons or other equipment.

**CALL 1800 011 000 TO DISCUSS YOUR CUSTOM UNIT**

15 YR TANK
5 YR CHASSIS WARRANTY

WE ARE CERTIFIED TO BUILD TO MDG15 MINE SITE REQUIREMENTS ON REQUEST
For the ultimate high pressure washing equipment, upgrade your hose reel to the Pressure Buddy®. With up to 4000psi rated hose, zero maintenance direct drive motor, built-in control panel for in-field diagnostics and the industry leading "My-Pace" remote, the Pressure Buddy® is the upgrade your pressure washing unit needs. Get your job done quickly and more efficiently than ever before.

**Pressure Buddy®**

**30M & 50M Options**

- **Roller Guide**
  - for easy pull out and hose rewind

- **Pressure Hose**
  - \( \frac{3}{8} \)" hose rated to 4000 psi
  - Available in 30m or 50m

- **"My Pace" Hand Held Remote**
  - Unique two button remote offers custom rewind speed - choose the walking pace which best suits you

- **Control Panel**
  - Built-in LED display for in-field diagnostics troubleshooting with push button over-ride for manual operation of the reel

- **Tapered Spool**
  - Provides constant hose layup to prevent tangling

- **120° Temperature Rated Hose**
  - for use with hot water or steam

- **Direct Drive Motor**
  - Means zero maintenance on belts and chains

- **Radio System**
  - Electrically protected in-built radio system with 2km line-of-sight range

- **Radio Controlled Reel**

**For the ultimate high pressure washing equipment, upgrade your hose reel to the Pressure Buddy®.**

With up to 4000psi rated hose, zero maintenance direct drive motor, built-in control panel for in-field diagnostics and the industry leading "My-Pace" remote, the Pressure Buddy® is the upgrade your pressure washing unit needs. Get your job done quickly and more efficiently than ever before.